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Our decisions are affected not only by objective information about the available options but also by other people. Recent brain imaging studies have

adopted the cognitive neuroscience approach for studying the neural mechanisms of social influence. A number of studies have shown that social

influence is associated with neural activity in the medial prefrontal cortex and ventral striatum, which are two brain areas involved in the

fundamental and not exclusively social mechanisms of performance monitoring. Therefore, the neural mechanisms of social influence could be

deeply integrated into our general neuronal performance-monitoring mechanisms.
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a0010 Social Influence and Persuasion and Message PropagationAu4

V Klucharev and A Shestakova, Higher School of Economics, Moscow, Russia
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Abbreviations
dt0010 fMRI Functional magnetic resonance imaging

dt0015 FRN Feedback-related negativity

dt0020pMFC Posterior medial prefrontal cortex

dt0025TMS Transcranial magnetic stimulation

s0010 Neuroscience of Social Influence

p0035 For a long time, cognitive neuroscience has primarily investi-

gated single individuals to uncover the neuronal mechanisms of

individual decision-making. However, our decisions are often

affected by the decisions of others (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980;

Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004). For example, humans demonstrate

various forms of herding – alignments of the thoughts or behav-

iors of various individuals into a group (herd) without central-

ized coordination (Raafat, Chater, & Frith, 2009).Only relatively

recently has the profound role of social influence been acknowl-

edged by the newer fields of neuroscience, namely, social neu-

roscience and neuroeconomics (for a review, see Izuma, 2013).

However, the idea that the ‘individual decision’ is normally

generated by a network of individuals (multiple brains) rather

thanby a single individual remainsmarginally popular.Here,we

suggest that the values underlying our choices are dynamic prod-

ucts of the brain activity of multiple individuals. Furthermore,

we argue that individuals routinely adjust their opinions and

decision values so that they are in line with the group opinion

based on a fundamental (and not exclusively social) learning

mechanism. This idea is similar to the concept developed

recently in psychology (e.g., Heyes, 2012).

p0040 Social psychology has convincingly demonstrated that the

social environment has profound effects on human behavior

(Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980; Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004). Some

psychologists even go further to claim that human beings

display ‘superorganismic’ properties (Kesebir, 2012Au6 ). The effect

of others’ opinions on individual behavior is known as social

influence. Every day, we are surrounded by attempts to influ-

ence us that are both explicit and implicit. The effects of group

opinion on individual judgments and decisions have been

robustly replicated since Solomon Asch’s pioneering work on

the line-judgment conformity experiments, in which many

participants conformed to the erroneous majority opinion

that two lines were of the same length when in reality they

were different in length by several inches (Asch, 1951). Here,

we suggest that the mechanisms of social influence are deeply

integrated into the fundamental neural performance-

monitoring mechanisms. More specifically, we suggest that

social influence engages neural mechanisms that are similar

to reinforcement learning. In particular, we argue that devia-

tions from group behaviors are treated by the nervous system

as negative outcomes or reward prediction errors. We also

provide an overview of recent neuroimaging studies that have

investigated the neurobiological mechanism of social influ-

ence with a focus on conformity.

s0015Neurobiological Mechanisms of Conformity

p0045Conformity is a particular form of social influence in which

individuals align their attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors with

other members of a reference group in the absence of an explicit

order or request. It has been suggested that conformity is driven

by two types of social norms: (1) injunctive norms, which have a

moral tone and characterize what people should do, and (2)

descriptive norms, which represent typical behavior or what most

people actually do in a particular situation regardless of its

appropriateness (Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004). It is not surpris-

ing that people have a tendency to conform to injunctive norms

(e.g., ‘Do not drink and drive’) since they are often reinforced by

different forms of punishment. In contrast, descriptive norms

represent information about peoples’ dominant behavior and

thus have a more informational nature.

p0050Nevertheless, descriptive norms (or social validation) are

surprisingly effective. They have a strong influence on whether

people pay their taxes, teenagers commit a crime, spouses

commit infidelity, or households adopt environmentalist pol-

icies (Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004; O’Keefe, 2002). Interest-

ingly, we are usually not aware of the strong influence of

descriptive norms; rather, we have a strong hidden tendency

to follow others (Bryan & Test, 1967). Whereas psychological

studies emphasize the rewarding value of social approval or

affiliation with others (Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004), behavioral

economics studies focus more on the effects of being punished

for violating the norm (Fehr and Fischbacher, 2004a Au7). In fact,

both approaches may suggest that conformity to social norms

is underlined by a reinforcement learning mechanism, that is,

social norms selectively reinforce certain behaviors. Thus,

social comparison leading to conformity could be integrated

into the performance-monitoring mechanism, in which suc-

cessful behavioral patterns are reinforced, while errors call for

adjustments of behavior (Montague et al., 2006 Au8).

p0055Recent brain imaging studies have utilized the cognitive

neuroscience approach for analyzing the neural mechanisms

of social conformity. A pioneering study investigated the effect

of group pressure during a mental rotation task and found that

conformity/independence was associated with the striatum

activity, among other brain regions (Berns et al., 2005).

Anatomical, electrophysiological, and brain imaging studies

have clearly shown that the ventral striatum participates in –

and perhaps mediates – goal-directed behaviors by encoding

expected values and playing a critical role in reward process-

ing and reinforcement learning (Carelli, 2002; Knutson &

Wimmer, 2007).
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p0060 The authors of another study hypothesized that a perceived

deviation from group norms triggers a neural response that

is fundamentally similar to the reward prediction error in

reinforcement learning, thereby indicating a need to change

individuals’ future behavior in line with group norms (Klucharev

et al., 2009Au9 ). Many reinforcement learning models include a

‘reward prediction error,’ which is the difference between the

expected outcome and the actual obtained outcome (Rescorla

& Wagner, 1972). The reward prediction error guides decision-

making by signaling the need for an individual to adjust her

behavior. The reinforcement learning theory of performance

monitoring suggests that activity in the posterior medial prefron-

tal cortex (pMFC), which is a rostral part of the cingulate cortex,

indicates whether the outcome of an action is better or worse

than expected (Holroyd & Coles, 2002). Thus, activity in the

pMFC signals the reward prediction error.

p0065 However, the pMFC is not alone in monitoring behavioral

outcomes. In fact, a growing body of research has identified a

distributed neural network, including the ventral striatum, that

is involved in this process. If conformity is indeed based on an

‘automatic’ mechanism of reinforcement learning, a conflict

with group opinion should trigger a prediction error-like

response that is manifested in activity of the pMFC and the

ventral striatum. The strength of this activity should then pre-

dict social conformity.

p0070 To test this hypothesis, Klucharev et al. (2009) designed a

conformity task in which the subject’s initial judgments of

facial attractiveness were open to influence by group opinion.

During functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) brain

scanning (first session), the female subjects rated the attractive-

ness of various female faces. After each rating, they were

informed of the average opinion of the other female subjects

(i.e., the ‘group rating’). The actual group ratings were system-

atically manipulated during the experiment: Sometimes, the

group was more positive about the face than the subject;

sometimes, it was more negative; and sometimes, the group

agreed with the subject. Thus, this procedure introduced sys-

tematic conflicts between the subject’s own judgment and the

normative group opinion. To identify subsequent conformity

with the group, subjects rated the same set of faces again

30 min after the fMRI brain scanning session (second session).

Behavioral results showed that subjects adjusted their attrac-

tiveness ratings to align them with the group ratings, thereby

conforming to the group. A conflict with group opinion acti-

vated the pMFC and deactivated the ventral striatum. These

results suggest that conformity is an automatic process in

which people form their own opinion, become aware of the

group opinion, and then quickly shift their opinion to make it

more compliant with the group. In the conformity task, the

subjects did not have any rational reason to change their own

judgments (e.g., the group was not physically present so they

could not punish or ridicule the subjects’ opinion); neverthe-

less, the subjects repeatedly conformed to the group opinion

(Figure 1) Au10.
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Figure 1f0010 The conformity task. During first session,Au1 the subjects rated the attractiveness of various faces. After each rating, they were informed of the
average opinion of the other female subjects (i.e., the ‘groupAu2 rating’). Thus, conflicts between the subject’s own judgment and the normative group
opinion were systematically evoked. Subjects rated the same set of faces again 30 min later during second session in order to detect conformity.
Adapted from Klucharev et al. (2009), with permission.
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p0075 To further study the role of the pMFC in social influence,

repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) was used to

modulate social conformity to group opinion (Klucharev,

Munneke, Smidts, & Fernandez, 2011). The results demon-

strated that the transient downregulation of the posterior

medial frontal cortex by TMS reduced conformity, as indicated

by reduced conformal adjustments in line with group opinion.

Both the extent and the probability of the conformal behav-

ioral adjustments decreased significantly in relation to a sham

and control stimulation over another area of the brain. Taken

together, the results imply that pMFC downregulation reduces

conformity by attenuating the effect that a conflict with a

normative group opinion has on behavior (Figure 2).

p0080 A number of fMRI experiments have shown that social

influence is associated with neuronal response in the pMFC

and ventral striatum, two brain areas involved in the monitor-

ing of behavioral outcomes (Behrens, Hunt, Woolrich, &

Rushworth, 2008; Berns, Capra, Moore, & Noussair, 2010;

Campbell-Meiklejohn, Bach, Roepstorff, Dolan, & Frith,

2010; Falk, Berkman, Mann, Harrison, & Lieberman, 2010;

Klucharev et al., 2009). Interestingly, the pMFC has prominent

connections with the ventral striatum (Groenewegen, Room,

Witter, & Lohman, 1982; Hauber & Sommer, 2009; Parkinson,

Willoughby, Robbins, & Everitt, 2000). Furthermore, discon-

necting the pMFC from the ventral striatum has been found to

impair decision-making and stimulus-reward learning in ani-

mals (Hauber & Sommer, 2009; Parkinson et al., 2000). A

downregulation of the pMFC could perturb the entire network

underlying performance monitoring and social learning; could

influence reinforcement learning mechanisms; and, as a con-

sequence, could affect conforming behavioral adjustments.

p0085 A ‘reward prediction error’ signal at the pMFC can be mea-

sured as a negative event-related potential (ERP) on the scalp

that has been called feedback-related negativity (FRN; see

Cohen & Ranganath, 2007; Miltner, Braun, & Coles, 1997).

Several ERP studies have demonstrated that a mismatch

between individual opinion and the opinion of the group

triggers FRN (Chen, Wu, Tong, Guan, & Zhou, 2012; Kim,

Liss, Rao, Singer, & Compton, 2012; Shestakova et al., 2012Au11 ).

The FRN amplitude tends to correlate strongly with a negative

prediction error and only marginally with a positive prediction

error (Chase, Swainson, Durham, Benham, & Cools, 2011).

Importantly, FRN is often associated with performance moni-

toring and the subsequent adjustment of behavior (e.g., Cohen

& Ranganath, 2007). In general, FRN is a negative shift in the

ERP that occurs within 200–400 ms after an individual receives

negative performance feedback (Miltner et al., 1997). Both

source localization and fMRI studies have confirmed that

FRN is generated in the pMFC (Gehring & Willoughby, 2002;

Nieuwenhuis, Holroyd, Mol, & Coles, 2004; Nieuwenhuis,

Schweizer, Mars, Botvinick, & Hajcak, 2007; Nieuwenhuis

et al., 2005 Au12). Shestakova et al. (2013)
Au13

tested the hypothesis

that conflicts with a normative group opinion evoke an FRN.

Indeed, they found that a conflict with a normative group

opinion triggered a cascade of neuronal responses: from an

earlier FRN response reflecting a conflict with the normative

opinion to a later ERP component that peaked at 380 ms and

reflected a conforming behavioral adjustment (Figure 3).

p0090In line with the proposed role of the pMFC in performance

monitoring, the magnitude of the pMFC activity has been

shown to predict the strength of subsequent behavioral adjust-

ments during simple decision-making (Cohen & Ranganath,

2007; Kerns et al., 2004; O’Doherty, Critchley, Deichmann, &

Dolan, 2003). The ventral striatum and prefrontal cortex

receive extensive dopaminergic projections (Fields, Hjelmstad,

Margolis, & Nicola, 2007). The reinforcement learning theory

of performance monitoring suggests that the pMFC activity is

modulated by a dopamine-related neural signal, which indi-

cates whether the outcome of an action is worse or better than

expected (reward prediction error) regardless of the primary

cause of the deviation from the prediction (Holroyd & Coles,

2002; Matsumoto, Matsumoto, Abe, & Tanaka, 2007). Thus,

according to the reinforcement learning hypothesis of social

influence, the amount of dopamine in the pMFC should mod-

ulate conformity.

p0095Campbell-Meiklejohn et al. (2010) used methylphenidate,

a dopamine and noradrenaline agonist, to modulate confor-

mity. Healthy adult females received either a single oral dose of

methylphenidate or a placebo. The methylphenidate group

exhibited twice the conformity effect of the placebo group

following moderate social conflict during the conformity

task, but not after large conflicts. These results suggest that

methylphenidate might enhance signals that would otherwise

be too weak to evoke conformity. Overall, the results of this

study give additional support for the reinforcement learning

hypothesis, which suggests an involvement of the dopamine-

related performance-monitoring system in the mechanisms of

social influence (Figure 4).

p0100So far, many studies have indicated an involvement of the

pMFC and ventral striatum in neural mechanisms of social
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Figure 2f0015 Both the conflict with group ratings and the subsequent conformity activated the pMFC (left part of the figure) and deactivated the ventral
striatum (right part of the figure) (the results of the conjunction analysis). Adapted from Klucharev et al. (2009), with permission.
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influence (e.g., Behrens et al., 2008; Berns et al., 2010;

Campbell-Meiklejohn et al., 2010; Falk et al., 2010; Klucharev

et al., 2009). For example, the influence of a peer group on

adolescents’ music preferences was associated with activity in

both regions (Berns et al., 2010). In this study, the ventral

striatal activity decreased when the subjects changed their rat-

ing to conform to the group opinion. Furthermore, the more

participants were influenced by their peers’ opinions, the more

the activity in the pMFC and insular cortex was modulated by

others’ opinions. The authors of this study therefore suggested

that conformity could be evoked by generating ‘social mis-

match’ anxiety and a cognitive/emotional dissonance.

p0105As we already mentioned, social psychology studies have

shown that our preferences are indeed strongly influenced by

others but that this effect depends on how we feel about those

people. Izuma and Adolphs (2013) manipulated preferences

for material goods by telling participants the preferences of

strongly liked or disliked social groups. After the subjects

rated T-shirts according to their preference, they were exposed

to the ratings of others students (the liked group) or sex

offenders (the disliked group) for the same T-shirts. The

participants’ preferences conformed to those of the liked

group and diverged from the disliked group. Similar to previ-

ous studies, the authors found that activation of the pMFC

tracked the discrepancy between individual preferences and

group preferences. Furthermore, activity of the pMFC was asso-

ciated with conforming preference changes (toward the liked

group and away from the disliked group), which were tested up

to several months after exposure to the social influence. Izuma

(2013) suggested that a mechanism that recruits the pMFC

may reflect the aversive nature of the neural mechanism under-

lying conformity and this mechanism is similar to cognitive

dissonance. The results could indicate that the pMFC tracks the

degree of cognitive imbalance (Heider, 1958) on a trial-by-trial

basis, where ‘imbalance’ is created by a cognitive inconsistency

among self, other people, and an object (e.g., ‘I like it, but my

friends do not like it’). Izuma (2013) concluded that pMFC

activation could be a marker of cognitive inconsistency or, in

other words, a neural ‘dissonance thermometer’ (Figure 5).

p0110Overall, three main neural mechanisms have been pro-

posed for social influence: (1) the social mismatch anxietymech-

anism that triggers emotional dissonance encoded in the
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insular cortex (Berns et al., 2010), (2) cognitive inconsistency

encoded in the pMFC (Izuma, 2013), and (3) the reinforcement

learning mechanism (Klucharev et al., 2009; Montague & Loh-

renz, 2007), which suggests that individuals adjust their intrin-

sic decision values so that they are in line with the group

opinion based on a fundamental (and not exclusively social)

learning mechanism implemented in the pMFC and ventral

striatum.

s0020 Neurobiology of the Internalization of Social influence

p0115 Zaki, Schirmer, and Mitchell (2011) used the conformity task

to investigate whether social influence changes intrinsic pref-

erences. The participants of this study were first exposed to the

group ratings while rating facial attractiveness (during first

session of the conformity task) but were scanned while they

rated the faces a second time (with no group ratings, i.e.,

during second session of the conformity task). Similar to pre-

vious studies, the behavioral results demonstrated that the

participants changed their ratings to conform to the group

opinion. The social influence was accompanied by modulated

activity in two brain regions associated with coding subjective

value – the ventral striatum and the orbitofrontal cortex. Thus,

exposure to social norms modulated the participants’ neural

representations of value assigned to stimuli.

p0120 Campbell-Meiklejohn et al. (2010) investigated the influ-

ence of reviewer opinions of music on adults. When a person

was influenced by the experts’ opinion, the magnitude of the

ventral striatum response to that object’s value changed accord-

ingly. These findings indicate that social influence on the value

of an object is associated with the magnitude of the ventral

striatum response to receiving it. It suggests that social norms

change intrinsic preferences and modulate very basic value

signals in the reinforcement learning circuitry.

p0125Here, we argue that the mechanism of the social influence

is integrated into the fundamental neural performance-

monitoring mechanisms: deviations from group behaviors are

treated by the nervous system as negative outcomes, generating

reward prediction errors. Behrens et al. (2008) demonstrated

that social information may be acquired using the same asso-

ciative processes assumed to underlie reward-based learning. In

their study, the subjects performed a decision-making task that

required the combination of individual learning with another

player’s advice. Two neighboring subregions of the pMFC were

central to learning about social- and reward-based information

and for determining the extent to which each source of infor-

mation guides behavior. Their findings further support the

hypothesis that human conformity can be underlined by the

same associative processes previously established for learning

nonsocial features; that is, the dopamine-related activity of the

pMFC and the ventral striatum encodes the reward prediction

error signal evoked by perceived deviations from others.

s0025Neurobiology of Other Forms of Social Influence

p0130A limited number of studies have investigated the neural mech-

anism of other forms of social influence (Edelson, Sharot,

Dolan, & Dudai, 2011; Falk, Berkman, & Lieberman, 2012;

Falk, Morelli, Welborn, Dambacher, & Lieberman, 2013; Falk,

O’Donnell, & Lieberman, 2012; Klucharev, Smidts, & Fernandez,

2008; Stallen, Smidts, Rijpkema, Smit, & Klucharev, 2010).

One neuroimaging study examined neural activity evoked by

more effective (high-tailored) smoking-cessation messages in

comparison to less effective (low-tailored) smoking-cessation

messages (Chua, Liberzon, Welsh, & Strecher, 2009). The activ-

ity of the pMFC and ventral MFC was enhanced by the more

effective antismoking arguments. Another study demonstrated

that neural responses in the ventral MFC to persuasivemessages

promoting a telephone hotline for helping people quit smok-

ing predicted variability in behavioral changes in the subse-

quent week (Falk et al., 2011 Au14). A new interesting line of

research has focused on the brains of persuaders (Falk et al.,

2013): exposure to information that was subsequently pro-

moted by persuaders more enthusiastically has been found to

be associated with increased neural activity in the pMFC, the

ventral striatum, the ventral MFC, and other brain regions of

persuaders (Falk, Berkman, et al., 2012; Falk, O’Donnell, et al.,

2012 Au15). Therefore, activity in the ventral striatum and ventral

MFC of effective of persuaders could indicate a rewarding

nature of sharing the persuasive information with others.

p0135In neuroimaging studies that have investigated conformity,

others’ opinion was normally presented after participants

expressed own private opinion. A number of studies have

investigated the impact of social advice presented before a

participant makes a decision. These studies have highlighted

an important role of the ventral MFC in social influence, the

region that has been previously associated with ‘decision
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value,’ which is a subjective expected value of the chosen

option at the time of choice (Chib, Rangel, Shimojo, &

O’Doherty, 2009). The ventral MFC was also associated with

fast emotional learning (Rolls & Grabenhorst, 2008Au16 ). For

example, in one fMRI study, participants received advice from

a randomly selected advisor in a version of the Iowa Gambling

Task, which is widely used for studying emotion-based

learning (Biele, Rieskamp, Krugel, & Heekeren, 2011). The

participants repeatedly chose from four card decks and

received feedback after each trial. Advice regarding which

option the participant should choose was received before par-

ticipant made an individual decision. Advices had a significant

influence on their learning processes, and a neural ‘outcome-

bonus’ signal (greater activity following the advice) was noted

in the ventral striatum and ventral MFC that indicated a greater

reaction to the positive and negative feedbacks after the recom-

mended choices compared to the nonrecommended choices.

p0140 In another study by Burke, Tobler, Baddeley, and Schultz

(2010), participants were engaged in an observational learning

task based on a simple two-armed bandit problem. However,

before the participants made their choices, they were able to

observe the behavior of another player. Thus, the participants

could observe the other player’s actions and outcomes and also

learn from their own actions. When the participants observed

the actions and the outcomes of another player, they chose the

correct stimulus more often than when only another player’s

actions were observable. The ventral MFC and ventral striatum

coded the observational outcome prediction errors during the

outcome of the other player. Thus, various studies have found

that social influence can be underlined by the fundamental

learning processes previously established for learning other

nonsocial features of the environment.

p0145 In sum, our decisions are affected not only by objective

information about the choice options themselves but also by

the perceived behavior of others. This strategy is often effective,

and it is probably based on an evolutionary mechanism. An

‘evolutionarily stable strategy’ is a strategy that, if most mem-

bers of a population adopt it, cannot be bettered by an alter-

native strategy (Smith & Price, 1973). Thus, the behavior of a

large group of individuals signals highly valuable information

about the environment. Since individual decisions are contin-

uously tested by natural selection, the majority of individuals

would only adapt the same behavioral strategy if it is advanta-

geous. Therefore, the only strategy that persists will be one that,

once evolved, cannot be bettered by any deviant individual. In

evolution, the best strategy for an individual depends on the

most popular behavior strategy in the population (Dawkins,

1976). Moreover, selection will penalize deviation from it.

From an evolutionary perspective, a deviation from the behav-

ior of the majority indicates a highly probable mistake. Taken

together, the monitoring of deviations from the normative

(majority) behavior could be deeply integrated into our neu-

ronal performance-monitoring mechanisms.

s0030 A General Neurobiological Mechanism of Social
Influence

p0150 Fast and efficient behavioral adjustments in a volatile environ-

ment are essential for the fitness of the organism.

Unsurprisingly, natural selection favors a simple and efficient

neuronal reinforcement learning mechanism that assigns a

subjective expectation to each choice option that is updated

on trial-by-trial basis (Schultz et al., 1997
Au17

). Learning from the

social environment could create an additional selection pres-

sure for the evolution of the neuronal mechanism-monitoring

behavior of others (Dunbar, 2003). Many previous psycholog-

ical studies have shown that social influence can share the

same mechanisms with nonsocial learning (Heyes, 2012).

The review of Au18the recent neuroimaging studies further supports

this conclusion and suggests that the ventral striatum and

pMFC continuously update subjective values based on a com-

parison of their own outcomes and the behavior of others.

p0155Further studies are clearly needed to clarify the role of other

brain regions in social influence, such as the ventral MFC

(Chua et al., 2009; Falk et al., 2013; Zaki et al., 2010 Au19), the insular

cortex (Berns et al., 2010; Huber, Klucharev, & Rieskamp, in

press), and the precuneus (Falk et al., 2013). Much research

remains to be done to reveal the fundamental neural mecha-

nisms of social influence. We need to further study the nature

of individual differences in conformity, check the similarity of

the neural mechanisms underlying negative and positive rein-

forcement by social norms, and study developmental changes

in conformity and many other aspects of social influence.

Nevertheless, the current studies of the neural mechanism of

social influence have started to uncover the mystery of our

strong tendency to change our behavior so that it falls in line

with the behavior of others.
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